Southeastern Peach Growers’ Handbook Order Form

The Southeastern Peach Growers’ Handbook is a comprehensive, 300 page, spiral-bound reference for commercial fruit growers and the scientific and industry professionals that work with the industry. The Handbook offers detailed information on peach production and pest management in the southeastern U.S. It complements boilerplate grower publications such as IPM guides and other more frequently updated references via comprehensive, in-depth, topical address of peach production, culture, pest management and marketing topics. Forty authors contributed to this richly illustrated text which boasts 204 black/white and 113 color images.

Copies are available at $50.00 each. Please make check payable to Georgia 4-H Foundation and send to:

Detsy Bridges  
Department of Entomology  
University of Georgia  
Athens, GA 30602

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City ____________________________ State: _________ Zip: _________